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2020 Suncorp Super Netball – The Super Shot: 

How ‘Super’ is it? 
 

 

Let’s be completely honest, we here at Point 9 were horrified at the introduction of the 2pt shot in this 

year’s Suncorp Super Netball competition.  As if 2020 wasn’t rough enough already!   

We believe that netball is a unique sport – the rigid structure around who can go where and fulfil which 

roles on court make it the ultimate team sport where no one player is more valuable than another.  

Shooters cannot score without midcourt to bring the ball through the court, the alternating centre 

passes mean you can’t get ahead on the scoreboard without defenders who turn over opposition 

possession, and defenders and midcourt can’t come away with the win without shooters who can put 

the ball through the hoop – it’s a beautiful cycle.   

In our view, the introduction of the Super Shot throws that harmony out of balance, as it now becomes 

focused on those players who can consistently score from the 2 point zone.  A team could potentially 

win a game without getting a single gain off the opposition just by sinking more 2 point shots than the 

other team.  The likes of Helen Housby, Jo Harten, Tegan Philip and Steph Wood have suddenly shot up 

in value, while the taller more static shooters like Australian Diamonds player Caitlin Bassett find 

themselves sitting on the bench.  In the dying pressure moments of tight games, or as a team tries to 

chase down a lead, it becomes all about getting the ball to that one player, while others on the court 

simply become glorified rebounders.  

Don’t get us wrong – we love seeing all the new shooters getting time on the court, but these players 

haven’t just magically appeared this year!  These players, and others like them, have been there all 

along, it’s the coaches and selectors who have decided not to put them on court or offer them a 

contract.  Perhaps this says more about the modern obsession with height in the circle and current 

coaching direction than it does about the state of the game?   It’s worth noting that both New Zealand 

and England have not had a mainstay tall holding shooter for a number of years now, and yet both have 

won a title in the most recent pinnacle events.  Did we really need a drastic rule change that so many 

fans despise, or did we just need a bit of courage from those with the power to try something different? 

Putting our personal views aside, we figured we would do what we do best and analyse!   

We have collected data on every single shot from the first four rounds of the 2020 season – that’s 2,132 

shots to be precise!  In the media releases and justifications for the introduction of the Super Shot and 

the size of the 2 point zone, there was a lot of talk around the fact that over 90% of shots were taken 

within 3m of the post.  

We feel there is a huge difference between a shot taken from just under the post and a shot taken from 

just under 3m out, so we have added a couple of layers of complexity to our data collection.  Instead of 

just two lengths (under and over 3m), we have divided the circle up as illustrated below.  We have also 

categorised each shot by game, quarter, team, shooter, whether it was taken during the first 10 minutes 

(1pt period) or the last 5 minutes (2pt Power Play period) and of course whether it was successful or 

not. 
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• The circle has a radius of 4.9m, so each 'length' of shot is just under a 1m 'ring' of the circle: 

o Short (roughly within 1m of the post) 
o Mid 1 (roughly 1-2m away) 
o Mid 2 (roughly 2-3m away) 
o Long 1 (roughly 3-4m away) – we have taken this as the inner half of the 2pt zone 
o Long 2 (roughly 4-4.9m away) – the outer half of the 2pt zone 

 

• Obviously there aren't markings on the circle in actual games so we have had to 
'guesstimate' where shots sit in the categories.  We have tried to be as consistent as 
possible with one person responsible for all data collection to avoid viewer bias. 
 

• Left/right are determined as if you were standing behind the goalpost looking at the circle, 
as labelled in the diagram 

 

• Note that the Left 45 and Right 45 wedges are a bit bigger than the other angles - this is 
because we try to keep the Left Base and Right Base shots as shots that are taken along the 
baseline 

 

 

 

When we look at shooting data, there are two aspects that are of interest to us – volume and accuracy.  

Volume relates to how many shots are being taken from each part of the circle and in each scoring 

period, while accuracy relates to how successful those shots were.  For those who like numbers (like 

us!), the following page contains three tables: 

1. The raw counts of shot data categorised by team, length of shot and scoring period 

2. Those raw counts expressed as percentages of totals so you can compare teams with differing 

numbers of shots and also look at the distribution of shots over the different length categories 

3. The accuracy of shots from each part of the circle and in each scoring period 

 

. 
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Team Short Mid 1 Mid 2 Long 1 Long 2 Total Short Mid 1 Mid 2 Long 1 Long 2 Total Short Mid 1 Mid 2 Long 1 Long 2 2pt Total Total

Fever 162 47 36 50 3 298 115 38 33 4 0 190 47 9 3 46 3 49 108

Firebirds 169 32 14 40 3 258 132 28 11 1 0 172 37 4 3 39 3 42 86

Giants 113 35 44 69 7 268 88 35 38 12 0 173 25 0 6 57 7 64 95

Lightning 142 54 44 32 1 273 86 39 30 6 0 161 56 15 14 26 1 27 112

Magpies 145 25 19 51 2 242 112 22 18 22 0 174 33 3 1 29 2 31 68

Swifts 101 74 53 57 3 288 76 67 41 0 0 184 25 7 12 57 3 60 104

Thunderbirds 88 52 49 45 4 238 65 40 44 5 0 154 23 12 5 40 4 44 84

Vixens 82 61 60 64 0 267 64 51 53 8 0 176 18 10 7 56 0 56 91

All Teams 1002 380 319 408 23 2132 738 320 268 58 0 1384 264 60 51 350 23 373 748

VOLUME - COUNTS

All Data 1pt Period 2pt Period

Team Short Mid 1 Mid 2 Long 1 Long 2 Short Mid 1 Mid 2 Long 1 Long 2 Short Mid 1 Mid 2 Long 1 Long 2 2pt Total

Fever 54% 16% 12% 17% 1% 61% 20% 17% 2% 0% 44% 8% 3% 43% 3% 45%

Firebirds 66% 12% 5% 16% 1% 77% 16% 6% 1% 0% 43% 5% 3% 45% 3% 49%

Giants 42% 13% 16% 26% 3% 51% 20% 22% 7% 0% 26% 0% 6% 60% 7% 67%

Lightning 52% 20% 16% 12% 0% 53% 24% 19% 4% 0% 50% 13% 13% 23% 1% 24%

Magpies 60% 10% 8% 21% 1% 64% 13% 10% 13% 0% 49% 4% 1% 43% 3% 46%

Swifts 35% 26% 18% 20% 1% 41% 36% 22% 0% 0% 24% 7% 12% 55% 3% 58%

Thunderbirds 37% 22% 21% 19% 2% 42% 26% 29% 3% 0% 27% 14% 6% 48% 5% 52%

Vixens 31% 23% 22% 24% 0% 36% 29% 30% 5% 0% 20% 11% 8% 62% 0% 62%

All Teams 47% 18% 15% 19% 1% 53% 23% 19% 4% 0% 35% 8% 7% 47% 3% 50%

VOLUME - PERCENTAGES

All Data 1pt Period 2pt Period

Team Short Mid 1 Mid 2 Long 1 Long 2 TOTAL Short Mid 1 Mid 2 Long 1 Long 2 TOTAL Short Mid 1 Mid 2 Long 1 Long 2 2pt Total TOTAL

Fever 98% 96% 67% 46% 33% 85% 97% 95% 67% 0% 89% 100% 100% 67% 50% 33% 49% 76%

Firebirds 84% 91% 64% 38% 33% 76% 83% 89% 64% 0% 83% 86% 100% 67% 38% 33% 38% 63%

Giants 95% 80% 80% 58% 43% 79% 95% 80% 87% 58% 88% 92% 33% 58% 43% 56% 64%

Lightning 93% 85% 59% 47% 0% 80% 92% 82% 67% 0% 81% 95% 93% 43% 58% 0% 56% 79%

Magpies 94% 76% 68% 59% 50% 83% 95% 73% 72% 64% 86% 94% 100% 0% 55% 50% 55% 75%

Swifts 94% 89% 68% 56% 0% 80% 95% 90% 68% 87% 92% 86% 67% 56% 0% 53% 66%

Thunderbirds 99% 96% 69% 60% 50% 84% 100% 95% 70% 60% 89% 96% 100% 60% 60% 50% 59% 75%

Vixens 96% 92% 73% 61% 82% 95% 90% 74% 75% 86% 100% 100% 71% 59% 59% 73%

All Teams 94% 89% 69% 54% 35% 81% 93% 88% 72% 52% 86% 94% 97% 55% 55% 35% 53% 71%

ACCURACY

All Data 1pt Period 2pt Period
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While we are still working our way through collecting shot data from the 2019 season for comparison 

purposes, we did find in our data treasure trove shot data from the first 13 rounds of the 2018 SSN 

season – one of those auspicious occasions where you collect data and put it away for a rainy day!  The 

same three tables for this 2018 data are also given below, although obviously note there is no 

distinction with 1- and 2-pt scoring periods in those tables. 

Before we start looking at specific team patterns, let’s have a look at what overall trends we can spot 

in the data.   

Based on the 2018 data, the claim that ‘90% 

of shots were taken from within 3m of the 

post’ is technically correct, with 92% of the 

shots we looked at taken from the Short, Mid 

1 or Mid 2 range.  As we mentioned 

previously, however, there is a massive 

difference between a ‘Short’ shot (within 

1m) and a ‘Mid 2’ shot (2-3m from the post).  

So given that 32% of shots were taken from 

the Mid 1 or Mid 2 range, it seems a little 

misleading to group these in with the Short 

shots as an argument for needing a rule 

change to stop so many shots under the 

post.  

As expected, in both years the majority of 

shots are taken from Short range, with 47% 

of 2020 shots taken within 1m of the post, 

compared to 60% of 2018 shots.  Looking at 

long range shots (Long 1 and Long 2) in 2020, 

20% of shots were from these ranges 

compared to just 8% in 2018.  So on the 

surface, the new rule is doing what it is 

supposed to do and getting shooters to take 

longer shots.  Let’s delve a little deeper… 

 

 

In the 2020 data, the distribution of shots from the Mid 1 and Mid 2 lengths compared to 2018 has 

stayed reasonably constant when looking at the game as a whole.  The interesting part comes when 

you look at the two scoring periods separately.  In the ordinary play period (first 10 minutes of each 

quarter), the number of shots taken within that 3m zone actually increases compared to the long range 

shots – just 4% of shots were taken from Long 1 range and no shots from Long 2.  This means for 10 

minutes of each quarter we are actually seeing more shorter range shooting than we would potentially 

have seen normally, particularly from teams with noted long range shooters like Giants, Swifts and 

Thunderbirds.  Note in particular that Swifts have taken no long range shots at all in the 1 point scoring 

period over the first four rounds!  Is this because players are reluctant to take the risk on the longer 

shot when they won’t be rewarded double for it?  Isn’t this the opposite of what we want them to be 

doing?  In the 2pt scoring period the distribution of shot length clearly swings with half of all shots being 

Team Short Mid 1 Mid 2 Long 1 Long 2 Total

Fever 655 151 99 17 6 928

Firebirds 856 35 12 6 4 913

Giants 373 190 211 101 18 893

Lightning 605 82 96 50 3 836

Magpies 375 170 209 125 12 891

Swifts 389 213 208 47 2 859

Thunderbirds 420 126 144 49 2 741

Vixens 504 148 165 72 2 891

All Teams 4177 1115 1144 467 49 6952

Team Short Mid 1 Mid 2 Long 1 Long 2

Fever 71% 16% 11% 2% 1%

Firebirds 94% 4% 1% 1% 0%

Giants 42% 21% 24% 11% 2%

Lightning 72% 10% 11% 6% 0%

Magpies 42% 19% 23% 14% 1%

Swifts 45% 25% 24% 5% 0%

Thunderbirds 57% 17% 19% 7% 0%

Vixens 57% 17% 19% 8% 0%

All Teams 60% 16% 16% 7% 1%

Team Short Mid 1 Mid 2 Long 1 Long 2 TOTAL

Fever 97% 89% 67% 53% 33% 91%

Firebirds 88% 49% 25% 33% 0% 85%

Giants 97% 88% 79% 68% 56% 87%

Lightning 94% 84% 79% 70% 0% 90%

Magpies 95% 84% 79% 67% 58% 85%

Swifts 96% 85% 79% 66% 50% 87%

Thunderbirds 93% 77% 76% 67% 50% 85%

Vixens 97% 88% 80% 75% 100% 91%

All Teams 94% 84% 77% 68% 47% 88%

All Data

2018 DATA: VOLUME - COUNTS

All Data

2018 DATA: VOLUME - PERCENTAGES

All Data

2018 DATA: ACCURACY
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taken from the 2pt zone, albeit mainly from the part of the zone closest to the post.  What we also see 

in these Power play periods is a distinct drop in the Mid-range shots, suggesting that teams will either 

take the short option or go for the Super shot, but are not as keen to take the shots that have a slightly 

higher risk without the potential reward.  Again – what does this mean for our shooters?  The ones that 

are confident enough to take the long shots will do so, but the ones that have a shorter range are likely 

to either stick to shots under the post or become rebounders and feeders for their more confident 

shooting partner in the 2pt zone rather than taking a riskier (for them) mid range shot themselves. 

Looking at accuracy across both years, again as expected we see a drop in accuracy as the shot attempt 

gets longer.  Shooting percentages were obviously higher in 2018 (88%) than they currently are in 2020 

(81%), but that is due to the higher proportion of longer shots being taken this year.  In both years, the 

overall accuracy from the Short range was steady at 94%.  Mid 1 shots are actually more accurate this 

year (89% compared to 84% in 2018), and this rises to an almost perfect 97% in the 2pt scoring period!  

As outlined above – is this because the shooters for whom this range might be a little riskier are not 

attempting these shots in the Power play period?  Mid 2 shots are down in accuracy so far in 2020 (69% 

compared to 77% in 2018), and interestingly Mid 2 shots in the 2pt scoring period drop significantly 

(55%) compared to Mid 2 shots taken in the 1pt scoring period (72%).  Sports psychologists and Mental 

Skills specialists feel free to offer some insight here, as we’re not sure why this is happening, but it is 

happening across multiple teams!  The sample size in the Mid 2 range is quite small at the moment, so 

we will be watching to see if this trend continues over the season.  Accuracy from the two long range 

areas is also lower so far this year (Long 1 – 54%, Long 2 – 35%) compared to 2018 (Long 1 – 68%, Long 

2 – 47%), but again this is to be expected as in 2018 only the confident long range shooters would have 

consistently taken shots from these areas, whereas in 2020 many more shooters are having a go. 

For those who prefer a visual way to interpret data we’ve also created shot 

charts for both volume and accuracy.  Volume charts are created as a sort of 

‘heat map’ where the slices of the circle are colour coded on a scale from red to 

white according to how many shot attempts were made from that area.  The 

more shots taken, the ‘redder’ the colour.  Accuracy charts are colour coded on 

a scale (see right) from dark green (100%) through yellow to red (0%) where 

each section is coloured according to the calculated accuracy of shots from that 

area.    

All of the points we have already discussed can be seen in these shot charts, but 

you can also start to see some spatial trends in the data – areas of the circle that 

are favoured more in the different scoring periods, and also areas of the circle 

that seem to result in higher success rates than others.  For example, we can 

see that while most short shots are taken from the baseline either side of the 

post, shots from other areas of the circle are spread reasonable evenly in the 

1pt scoring period, while in the 2pt scoring period there is a definite preference 

for long shots from the top arc of the circle.   
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Let’s take a look at the individual teams now to get an idea of how and to what extent they are utilising 

the Super Shot opportunity.  For this analysis we have only considered teams as a whole rather than 

looking at individual shooters, but when we revisit at the end of the season we will provide greater 

detail on specific players.  We have also included all the shot charts for each team, so those of you who 

are really keen can study them at your leisure and see what you can find!  Remember these charts and 

analyses are only based off the first four rounds, so we would expect trends to change over the season 

as teams find their feet with this new rule and adjust to what is and isn’t working for them. 
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Fever 

With arguably the world’s best shooter in Jhaniele Fowler at their disposal, it was always going to be 

fascinating to see how Fever approached the Super Shot scenario.   

Fowler embodies the tall, strong, holding shooter who is lethal under the post that this rule was 

designed to combat.  For years various people have bemoaned the ‘lob it into Jhaniele’ approach teams 

have been able to use (first with Steel, now with Fever), without necessarily appreciating the strength 

she has to be able to offer that target and take the ball or the accuracy of the feeders.   

If having a shooter like Fowler really made things that easy, you would have to question why Jamaica 

are not the current World Champions or Commonwealth Games gold medallists.  The answer of course 

goes back to our original argument – that netball in its original form is a true team sport, and no single 

player can win the game for their team.  Anyway…we digress!   

Looking at the data for the first four rounds, Fever are the most accurate team in the competition to 

date, currently shooting at 85% with the highest number of attempts across all teams.   

Breaking the game down into the two different scoring periods, Fever maintain their top accuracy in 

the 1pt time (89% - joint first with Thunderbirds) but drop a little in the Power play periods (76%).  This 

is driven by a lower accuracy on the Long range shots.   

One thing is for sure – when Fever play to their strengths and get the ball under the post they are almost 

unstoppable.  They convert Short and Mid 1 shots at an impressive 98% and 96% respectively, and this 

actually rises to 100% for both lengths during the Power play periods.  What lets them down is their 

accuracy on the 2pt shot – they have the 2nd lowest accuracy in the competition for these shots, sitting 

at just 49%.   

It is an interesting question for them whether to concentrate on lifting this accuracy, or alternatively to 

look at taking more of the closer shots and relying on their superior accuracy and speed of scoring to 

get them over the line.   

The Fever shot charts illustrate the stark difference in accuracy between the Short/Mid 1 and the longer 

range shots, and interestingly also suggest a preference for the left side of the circle in the Power play 

periods. 
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Firebirds 

Firebirds are another team with a tall Jamaican shooter – the ever impressive Romelda Aiken.  While 

Aiken is not as tall or as accurate as Fowler, she is athletic with the ability to pull in the wildest of passes 

and is consistently the league’s most effective rebounder.   

The Firebirds team has had a rough start to the competition, with two heavy defeats, a close loss and a 

draw.  It seems they are still coming to grips with their Super Shot tactics, and are arguably the team 

most affected by the late notice of the rule change as their shooters have generally always been short 

range shooters.  The pregnancy announcement of Gretel Bueta at the start of the announcement has 

meant more court time for Tippah Dwan and Ine-Mari Venter, but their anchor shooter in Aiken 

definitely has a short range comfort zone.   

To date, Firebirds have been the team with the highest volume of Short range shots (66%), but have 

still attempted a higher proportion of 2pt shots in the Power play period than Fever, Lightning and 

Magpies.   

The question is are they attempting these shots as a pre-planned tactic, or because they are chasing 

leads and feel they have to?  Either way, they are the least accurate team on the Super Shot by far, 

converting just 38% of their 2pt attempts.  They are also the least accurate team overall, currently 

shooting at 76%, and on Short range shots (84% - almost 10% lower than the next worst team), but 

Aiken’s ability to get her own rebounds almost negates this lack of accuracy.   

The shot charts show the short range of the majority of shots, particularly in the ordinary play periods 

of the game, as well as the drop in accuracy in the outer ranges.  Accuracy seems to drop in particular 

on the right hand side of the circle.   
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Giants 

Giants must have rubbed their hands in glee when the 2pt shot was announced, given the long range 

ability of both Jo Harten and Keira Austin, although we imagine that Australian Diamonds captain Caitlin 

Bassett may have been slightly less enthused.   

Looking back to 2018 (admittedly before Bassett joined the team), Giants were one of two teams with 

the highest number of Long 1/Long 2 shots (12%) and lowest number of Short shots (42%), illustrating 

their comfort with the longer range shots.  This trend is continued in the 2020 data, as Giants are the 

team who have made the most Super Shot attempts of everyone – both proportionally and in raw 

counts.   

Such is their confidence that in the Power play periods they have taken two thirds of their shots from 

the 2pt zone.  They are also the team that has taken the highest number of shots from the outer rim of 

the 2pt zone.   

Has it paid off for them so far?   

Well at the end of Round 4 they are sitting on two losses, a win and a draw, and they actually aren’t the 

most accurate Super Shot team, so the jury is still out on that question!   

What it has meant is an interesting approach to rotating their shooters, with tall target Caitlin Bassett 

often riding the pine in the Power play periods.  This has to be of some concern to the incoming 

Diamonds coach (whoever that might be), with their captain and starting shooter on the bench in the 

domestic season for the pressure moments and business end of games.   

The shot charts show an even spread of shot distribution around the circle, although potentially there 

is a drop in accuracy on the left hand side of the circle. 
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Lightning 

Lightning have possibly had the most unexpected approach to the Super Shot for us so far this season.   

In our available 2018 data Steph Wood took almost 20% of her shots from Long 1 range, and converted 

them at 70% accuracy.  While she seems to have been hampered by injury to some extent so far this 

season, we would have expected Lightning to play to that strength and utilise her long range ability in 

the Power Play periods.  What has played out, however, is that Lightning are the team who have made 

the least number of Super Shot attempts, almost seeming to ignore the rule completely.   

In the first four rounds, Lightning took 52% of their shorts from Short range – meaning within 1m of the 

post.  That means that other than the three teams with the tall Jamaican shooters (Fever, Firebirds and 

Magpies), Lightning are the team that have taken the most short shots.   

This stands out even more in the Power Play periods – during the last five minutes of each quarter, 

Lightning have taken less than a quarter (24%) of their shots from the 2pt zone.  The team with the next 

smallest proportion of 2pt shots during these times is Fever on 45%!  

 Given they are near the top of the table, this strategy is obviously working for them – it will be 

interesting to see if this approach continues as teams develop their 2pt tactics and abilities further. 

One thing we do find interesting is the response to Lightning’s style of play.  Largely the general feeling 

we get from commentary and media pieces is that people like watching the Lightning style and find 

their circle movement exciting and entertaining.   

Note that this is despite the fact they are taking less long shots than everyone else!   

So does that mean the negative response around shorter shooting range being ‘boring’ and the 

motivation for this rule change for the ‘powers that be’ is really more about the style of play (lob into 

tall shooter vs circle rotation and movement by shorter shooters) rather than the actual range of the 

shot?  Or does it mean taking short shots is ok as long as you aren’t 1.95m or taller?!  Food for thought! 
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Magpies 

The Magpies are an interesting mix of opposing facts so far this season!   

As one of the teams with a tall Jamaican shooter (Shimona Nelson), Magpies have one of the highest 

proportion of shots from the Short range – 60% (2nd highest) overall, 64% (2nd highest) in the 1pt period 

and 49% (2nd highest) in the Power play periods.  At the other end of the scale, they also have a high 

proportion of Long 1/Long 2 shots in overall play (22% - 3rd highest) and in the 1pt period (13% - highest 

by far) due to Gabby Sinclair’s willingness to go to the post from that range.   

In the Power play periods however, the proportion of shots from the 2pt zone sits at 46% which is 

actually the third lowest of all the teams!   

Adding to these contrasting patterns is the fact that Magpies have only created 68 shooting 

opportunities in total during Power play periods from any range – the lowest by far of all eight teams.   

This suggests not so much a reluctance to take the 2pt shot, but more a case of difficulty actually getting 

the ball to their shooters at all during the last 5 minutes of each quarter!   

The shot charts are a good illustration of these messy patterns – wide range in the 1pt periods, several 

untouched areas of the circle in the 2pt periods and a mix of accuracy throughout. 
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Swifts 

Defending champions the Swifts have come into the 2020 season with a target on their back, but can 

be confident in the knowledge that they have proven mid-long range shooters in Helen Housby and 

Sam Wallace.   

Despite coming out preseason with the comment that they would not be deliberately playing the 2pt 

rule, Swifts certainly seem to have embraced the situation with one of the lowest proportions of Short 

range shots (35%) and highest proportions of Long 1/Long 2 range shots (21%) over the whole game.   

These trends are even more pronounced in the Power play periods, although surprisingly their accuracy 

on the 2pt shot is in the lower half of the competition.   

A particularly interesting pattern about the Swifts shooting is that they have taken no Long 1 or Long 2 

shots at all during the 1pt scoring periods of the game.   

Looking back at their 2018 data, which was the exact same shooting line-up, their proportion of Long 

range shots was also very low (5%) suggesting this is maybe not a new pattern and they are generally 

content to work the ball in for the closer higher percentage shot.   

The shot charts suggest a definite change in preferences between the 1pt scoring periods (left side 

dominant) and the 2pt scoring periods (top of the circle).   
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Thunderbirds 

Thunderbirds have been the surprise package of the competition for us so far, with two losses and three 

wins under their belt – including wins against the highly fancied Giants, Vixens and (as we are writing 

this) the Magpies.   

Looking at the shot data, it’s clear the performance of their shooters is a big part of those wins to date, 

as at the end of Round 4 Thunderbirds were the second most accurate team overall (84%).   

Like Fever, they are particularly lethal on their Short range shots as well, largely due to the performance 

of their new South African import Lenize Potgieter.   

In addition to converting their shorter range shots with deadly accuracy, Thunderbirds are also the most 

accurate team (equal with Vixens) at converting their 2pt shot attempts – currently sitting on 59%.   

If their shooters can continue to perform at this level, and even build further, Thunderbirds could be in 

the running to make that top 4 and have a shot at finals!   

The shot charts show an interesting preference for a specific side of the post on their short range shots 

– we will keep tracking this to see if it is a deliberate strategy. 
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Vixens 

With seasoned campaigners and noted long range shooters in Tegan Philip and Caitlin Thwaites, as well 

as rebounding magician in Mwai Kumwenda, it’s no surprise that Vixens are taking advantage of the 

introduction of the 2pt shot.   

Vixens have shown little concern with working the ball close to the post, with an almost even 

distribution of shots over the Short/Mid 1/Mid 2/Long 1 ranges over the games to Round 4.   

In the Power play period they have taken the second highest proportion of 2pt shots (62%) and along 

with Thunderbirds have been the most accurate team from the 2pt zone – converting at 59%.  They are 

also one of the only teams to maintain their Mid 2 range shooting accuracy during the Power play period 

– dropping only slightly from 73% over the whole game to 71% in the last 5 minutes.   

This consistency around the circle is illustrated clearly in the shot charts, which are a sea of green and 

yellow without the red we have seen in the charts for the other teams.   

We will be watching the Vixens shooting performance with interest for the rest of the season, as if they 

can maintain what they have been doing to date this might be the year they finally take the title!   

As an aside, given the performances of Caitlin Thwaites and Tegan Philip to date, one question that 

springs to mind is what might have been had Thwaites been given more opportunity at international 

level.  

Obviously domestic performance doesn’t always translate directly to international performance, but 

perhaps less reliance on the height of Bassett and more utilisation of the range of shooters like Thwaites 

may have given a different option for the Diamonds in recent years.   

Again, food for thought!! 
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Final thoughts… 

We know there is a lot of information to digest here, and to be honest every time we look at it we spot 

something new as well!   

We are also very aware that this data only covers the first four rounds, and with the introduction of a 

completely new rule teams will grow and adapt as the season goes on.  We will certainly revisit this 

issue at the end of the season, and by then will also have the 2019 data available for comparison as 

well. 

We do understand the desire for the rule change, and as we mentioned at the start, on the surface it 

does appear to be doing what it was aiming to do in getting teams to take longer shots.  There is a much 

greater complexity to what is happening in the game however, and we have just scratched the surface 

here in this report.   

Another aspect to consider here is whilst the focus is on the scoring abilities of the shooters, we wonder 

what innovation may occur in this 2-pt space. Will we see lifted intercepts and rebounds? Will SSN blow 

our minds with new rules designed to limit time under the post or not being able to shoot off your own 

rebound? Certainly, even after a mere four rounds, we’re already seeing unexpected behaviours and 

patterns of play. There’s still a lot of game play to come!  

While we have made it clear we are not fans of the new rule, we are grateful to have something new 

to analyse, and it has certainly got the fanbase in the netball world talking about the sport - which can 

only be a good thing.  At the end of the season we will have a clearer idea of whether teams have 

embraced the rule or ignored it, and what the effect on the performance of different types of shooters 

has been.  Hopefully we will also get some form of international season so that we can see what the 

lasting effect on our international teams and their style of play is.   

In the infamous words of Donald Trump….it is what it is!   


